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The effect of orthogonal transformattons, which mamtaLn the equfvaIence restnctrons, IS studred on CzHs. It shows 
Ihnt, wlthur the MINDO/2 method, It IS possible to cbtam C-H bond LMO’s which reproduce some of the CH4 values. 

1. Introduction 

Untd recently it was consrdered that the proper- 
ties of locaked molecular orbit& (LMO’s) show 
httle dependence on the lacahzation method [ I]. 
It has lately been shown [Z] that thus might some- 
times not be true, comparing the second moment dis- 
persions about the centroid of the Edmnton-Rueden- 
berg [S] and Boys [I] LhlO’s. The better values for 
the latter are surely connected with their property 
of minimizing the sum of quadratic moments of each 
orbIta about its centrold. 

The aim OF the present paper is to study the de- 
pendence of L.hlO properties upon the choice of or- 
bitak. 

2. Method 

We started with MINDOj2 canonical molecular 
orb%& obtained for C&, III tetrahedral geometry, 
consxdering the experimental bond lengths. The mo- 
lecular orbit& were Iocaliied accordmg to the mmi- 
mum resonance procedure [6]. Next, these LMO’s, 
cp, were used to obtam other LMO’s, 4’ 
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where n IS the number of occupied molecular orbltals 
and tii are the elements of an orthogonal matrix which 
preserves the equivalence restnctions. If there are two 
groups of k, viz. n - k equivalent LMO’s the elements 
of the transformation matrix we used are given by: 

t . = cos% II (1 g k), 

t fi = 1 - [kf(n - k)] slrh (i > k), 

t- 
V 

= -_s& (i #j d k), 

t 
81 

= - [k(n - k)Jsin”a (z#j>k), 

t 
‘J 

= -_c II = (sm Q) [(2 - k sm2ru)/(n - k)] U2 

(z<k, j>k). (2) 

The overlap between the startmg and the transform- 
ed LMO’s is for i g k: 

(@zl@z,) = cos201. 

We further examine only those C-H bond LMO’s 
which have an overlap Iarger than 0.99 with the start- 
tng LMO’s, and the corresponding C-C bond LMO’s. 

The following bond properties are analysed: 
(1) I itc crientation of the hybrid of the C-H bond 

orbital 

cp = 90 + rarctan (c&& (3) 

where czl and cXl! are the LCAO coefficients of the 
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2p, and 2p, orbital of the LMO corresponding to 
the C-H bond contained in the XL plane, the C-C 
bond being onented along the z axis. 

(2) The percentage of the electronic charge in- 
cluded III the bond: 

0-I 

qi = 100 c $, 
P 

(4) 

where the sum is performed only over the atomic or- 
bitals which contnbute to the C-H bond (LMO &); 
the maximum value of qi corresponds to the maxi- 
mum overlap of @i with the truncated molecular or- 
bltal (obtamed through the cancellation of all cPz 
which do not enter in the definition of si). 

(3) The electric dipole moment of the bond: 

0-I 

~~=-~~~r~vl(~I’I~~+~ZA~RA, 
PP A 

(5) 

where (p]rlv) is calculated within the usual approxi- 
matlons [7], and Z,,, the part of the core charge 
assigned to atom A m bond I, IS considered to be 1 
if the LMO IS localized on atom A, or else to be 0; 
for our choice of geometry, the dipole moment of 
the C-H bond is oriented along the latter if its value 
,V is equal to three times the absolute value of its z 
component: Af = 3bf, _ 

(4) The bond energy, chosen as: 

(6) 
where the core repulsion term CRAB is defined by 
using the parameters given m ref. [S] . 

3. Results and discussion 

While the overlap of the starting LMO’s with the 
Edmlston-Ruedenberg LMO’s is larger than 0 9999, 
it can be seen that there are equivalent orbitak, quite 
close to the former, as concerns overlap, but showing 
large differences as concerns the properties studied. 

The variation of these properties, as a function of 
overlap, is shown m fig. I_ We analyse the closeness 
of the LMO properties to those based upon chemical 
intuition (shown with arrows in fig. 1) and the trans- 

4 .’ (evj 

FIN. 1 Dependence of properties (-) on LMO choice and 
camp-on with CH4 values (---). For the defiition of 
E, hf. hfz.q, v and significance of arrows see text. 

ferabdity of the properties of the C-H bond, from 
CH,, using the valence-shell MIND0/2 LMO’s, which 
are unique [8] (the CH, values are shown as dotted 
hnes m fig. 1). 

In agreement with intuition, and the tetrahedral 
orientation of the LMO’s in CH,, it is possible to ob- 
tain C-H bond LMO’s which: 
- are oriented along the bonds; 
- have the dipole moment vectors oriented along the 

bonds; 
- have the same value of the dipole moment as in 

CH,; 
- have the whole electronic charge included in the 

C-C bond; 
- have the same bond energy as in CHa. 
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On the other hand, equivalent LMO’s cannot reach 
the value obtamed in CH, (100.0%) for the charge 
included in the bond (the maximum value for a C-H 
bond LMO m C2Hg LS 99.85). It can be observed 
that all the properties dlscussed above are obtained 
\lth different LhlO’s. For example, in the whole do- 
mam where the dipole moment is oriented (nearly) 
along the bond, the value of the former cannot reach 
the one obtamed for the C-H bond in CH,. 

The differences between the values obtamed for 
vanous conformations of the C,H6 molecule are too 
small to be shown m fig. 1. It IS nevertheless worth 
mentioning that the curve of the C-H bond energy 
lies m the eclipsed conformation approximateIy I/12 
of the rotation barrier h&her than in the Intercalated 

conformation. It follows that there are LMO’s, corre- 
spondmg to very close values of the overlap, whch 
have the same C-H bond energy in both conforma- 
tions. As the molecular energy 1s unaltered by the 
orthogonal transformations (2), it 1s possible to con- 
serve alternatively the C-C bond energy. Consequent- 
ly, the rotation barrier in C2H6 could be explained 
entirely m terms of C-H or C-C mtrabond mterac- 
uons. 

In conclusion, It may be pointed out that it would 

be useful to distinguish, when studymg LMO proper- 
ties, between the case in which the transfer (or the 
intuitive image) is obtainable and the case in which 
only an optimum can be obtamed. However it must 
be stressed that the results would reflect not only the 
properties studied, but also the quahty of the molec- 
ular orbitals (semi-empirical approximations or basis 
set). 
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